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Abstract—We propose MRPC, a new power-aware routing al-
gorithm for energy-efficient routing that increases the operational
lifetime of multi-hop wireless networks. In contrast to conven-
tional power-aware algorithms, MRPC identifies the capacity of a
node not just by its residual battery energy,but also by the expected
energy spent in reliably forwarding a packet over a specific link.
Such a formulation better captures scenarios where link transmis-
sion costs also depend on physical distances between nodes and the
link error rates. Using a max-min formulation, MRPC selects the
path that has the largest packet capacity at the ‘critical’ node (the
one with the smallest residual packet transmission capacity). We
also present CMRPC, a conditional variant of MRPC that switches
from minimum energy routing to MRPC only when the packet for-
warding capacity of nodes falls below a threshold. Simulation-
based studies have been used to quantify the performance gains of
our algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy efficient routing algorithms are very important in
wireless multi-hop networks, where communication costs
(transmission power) are usually more expensive than comput-
ing costs, and where the constituent nodes have batteries with
limited energy. Several energy-aware routing protocols (e.g.,
[1], [2]) define the link cost as a function of the power required
to transmit a packet across the link, and then employ minimum
cost routing algorithms to determine the “minimum total
transmission energy” route from a source to the destination.

In many wireless ad-hoc scenarios, however, the metric of ac-
tual interest is not the transmission energy of individual pack-
ets, but the total operational lifetime of the network. To avoid
the extinction of nodes due to exhaustion of their battery power,
power-aware routing algorithms try to ensure an equitable dis-
tribution of the transmission costs among the constituent nodes.
It is easy to see that the two routing objectives can be mutually
contradictory. For example, if several minimum energy routes
have a common host, the battery power of that host will be ex-
hausted quickly. From a conceptual standpoint, power-aware
routing algorithms (e.g., [3], [4]) attempt to distribute the trans-
mission load over the nodes in a more egalitarian fashion, even
if such distribution drives up the overall energy expenditure.
Such algorithms do not, however, consider the possibility that
different links can have different transmission costs. However,

in our prior work [6], we have shown that, for reliable communi-
cation, link characteristics (e.g., the packet error rate of the link)
can significantly affect the energy requirements for packet trans-
mission over that link.

The main contribution of this paper is in showing how power-
aware routing protocols must not only be based on node specific
parameters (e.g. residual battery energy of the node), but must
also consider the link specific parameters (e.g. channel char-
acteristics of the link) as well, to increase the operational life-
time of the network. We present a new power-based route se-
lection algorithm called the Maximum Residual Packet Capac-
ity (MRPC). This algorithm can be easily integrated into a vari-
ety of ad-hoc routing protocols. MRPC is conceptually similar
to the MMBCR algorithm [4] in that, at any point in time, it tries
to select the route that maximizes the residual capacity currently
available at the most critical node (the one with the least resid-
ual capacity). MRPC accommodates scenarios where the nodes
can adjust their transmission power dynamically (based on the
distance between the nodes), and also incorporates the effect of
link layer error rates and consequent packet re-transmissions.

In MRPC, the cost of choosing a particular link at any in-
stant is defined as the idealized maximum number of packets (or
bits to be more general) that can be transmitted by the transmit-
ting node over the specific link, assuming the complete absence
of any other cross traffic at that node. We use simulation stud-
ies to show how MRPC leads to superior performance (longer
network lifetimes or larger number of successfully transmitted
packets) than alternative suggested algorithms, due to its ac-
commodation of variability in the transmission energy and the
packet error probabilities in the link cost.

Since minimum-energy routes are more energy efficient, a
conditional variant of the MMBCR algorithm was also proposed
in [4]. In this scheme (called Conditional MMBCR, or CMM-
BCR) minimum energy routes were chosen till the residual bat-
tery power of constituent nodes of the routes fell below a speci-
fied threshold level. Once this threshold level is crossed, routes
are chosen using the MMBCR algorithm, which equitably dis-
tributes the battery consumption among the different nodes thus
protecting against the early exhaustion of a few nodes. We
also present the conditional analogue of MRPC, the Conditional
MRPC (CMRPC) algorithm and then evaluate its performance,



vis-a-vis the CMMBCR algorithm. CMRPC performs mini-
mum ener� gy routing (using the link cost formulation for reliable
transmissions as presented in [6]) as long as the remaining bat-
tery power at the constituent nodes lie above a specified thresh-
old. Beyond this point, CMRPC switches to the MRPC-based
max-min path selection algorithm.

II. PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

Most energy-aware routing protocols are based on the obser-
vation that the signal attenuation (and hence, the required trans-
mission power level at the sender) is � �������
	���

, where
�

is
the transmission distance. Accordingly, an energy-aware rout-
ing algorithm would select a route comprising multiple short-
distance hops over another one with a smaller hop count but
larger hop distances. PAMAS [1] was developed as a minimum
energy routing protocol, where the transmission power ( � ���

)
between two nodes was used to represent the cost associated
with the corresponding link. Using Dijkstra’s shortest path al-
gorithm to compute the minimum cost path, then yields the min-
imum total power route. Bias towards smaller hops typically
led to the selection of paths with a very large hop count. In [2],
authors suggested the inclusion of the energy expended in re-
ceiving packets in the packet forwarding cost. A modified form
of the Bellman-Ford algorithm was then used to derive paths,
which were, consequently, shorter than those computed by [1].
The PARO routing protocol [5] has recently been proposed for
such network situations where the transmission energy is vari-
able; the protocol essentially allows an intermediate node to in-
sert itself in the routing path if it detects potential savings in the
transmission energy.

All these minimum total energy protocols, however, ignore
the costs of potential re-transmissions across an error-prone
link. In [6], we showed how such a formulation can lead to sub-
optimal path choices, since it ignores this potential need for mul-
tiple re-transmissions to achieve reliable packet delivery in the
presence of link errors. Wireless links, typically perform link-
layer re-transmissions, and therefore choosing a path with a very
large number of short hops can be counter-productive. We make
the following observation:

As the number of hops is increased, the resultant in-
crease in the total number of re-transmissions, needed
to ensure reliable packet delivery over the large num-
ber of hops, can negate the reduction achieved using
short-range hops.

Some prior work has also addressed the issue of increasing
the operational lifetime of a multi-hop wireless network. The
use of the remaining battery power of an node as a metric for
energy-efficient routing was reported in [3]. It suggested using
a battery cost function � �������� ���� where

���
is the residual

battery capacity of node � . By using � ���� , the energy-aware path
selection was formulated as a minimum cost path calculation,
where the cost of a specific path was the sum of the individual
battery cost functions of the constituent nodes; the cost of a path

�
was given by:  "!#� $%'&�(*) �,+ ! � ��� � 
The MMBCR algorithm presented in [4] is most closely re-

lated with the MRPC formulation. MMBCR, like MRPC, uses a
min-max route selection technique, with the algorithm choosing
that route that has the largest value for its most critical (“bottle-
neck”) node–i.e., the node with the least residual battery capac-
ity. Mathematically speaking, MMBCR associates with a spe-
cific path

�
a cost metric

 !
given by "!-� .0/21

node
�
lies on route P 3 � �54

where
�6�

is the residual battery power level on node � . The path
then selected

�8797 �;:=< is given by:� 797 ��:=< �?>A@5B-.C>ED! 3  "! 4
The Conditional MMBCR algorithm (CMMBCR) was also pre-
sented in [4]. Since the MMBCR algorithm never tries to min-
imize the total transmission energy along a path (it is always
concerned with spreading the transmission cost evenly among
available nodes), it can lead to overall higher energy consump-
tion and consequently, a reduction of the average node lifetime.
To counteract this, the CMMBCR algorithm uses the minimum
energy path initially, as long as the battery power level on all
the nodes in the selected path lie above a certain threshold F .
Once one or more of nodes on all possible paths falls below this
battery protection threshold, the algorithm switches to the MM-
BCR mode. However, unlike MRPC (and CMRPC), MMBCR
(and CMMBCR) does not take into account the possibility that
links may have widely varying transmission energy costs and
link error probabilities.

III. THE MRPC ALGORITHM

Our previous discussion shows that selecting the path with
the least transmission energy for reliable communication may
not always maximize the lifetime of the ad-hoc network. More-
over, since the actual drain on a node’s battery power will de-
pend on the number of packets forwarded by that node, it is diffi-
cult to predict the optimal routing path unless the total size of the
packet stream is known during path-setup. Accordingly, MRPC
works on selecting a path, given the current battery power lev-
els at the constituent nodes, that maximizes the total number of
packets that may be ideally transmitted over that path, assuming
that all other flows sharing that path do not transmit any further
traffic.

To formalize this concept, assume that the residual battery
power at a certain instance of time at node � is

�6�
. Also, let us as-

sume that the transmission energy required by node � to transmit
a packet over link

� ��GIH  to node H is J �LK M . (We shall later discuss
the various formulations for J �NK M ). Let the source and destina-
tion nodes for a specific session (route) be O and P respectively.



If the route-selection algorithm then selects a path
�

from O
to P thatQ includes the link

� �5G�H  , then the maximum number of
packets that node � can forward over this link is clearly

���R8�TS U . Ac-
cordingly, we can define a node-link metric,

 "�NK M
for the link� �5GIH  as :  �NK M � �6�

J �NK M (1)

The key point in this formulation is that the cost metric includes
both a node-specific parameter (the battery power) and a link-
specific parameter (the packet transmission energy for reliable
communication across the link).

Clearly, the maximum “lifetime” of the chosen path
�

, de-
fined by the maximum number of packets that may be poten-
tially forwarded between O and P using path

�
, is determined

by the weakest intermediate node– one with the smallest value
of
 "�LK M

. Accordingly, the “maximal lifetime” associated with
route

�
is seen to be:V

�N�XW ! �Y.Z/21[ �NK M]\N+ ! 3  "�NK M 4 (2)

The MRPC algorithm then selects the route
��^�_ %'( � ( _*` ) that

maximizes the ”maximal lifetime” of communication betweenO and P . Formally, the chosen route is such that:� ^�_ %'( � ( _*` ) ��>a@�B-.b>ED 3
V
�L�cW !ed �gf�h'iji'kclAm]m �Ln i Wpo lAq'r W m 4 (3)

While the computed route may be optimal at the time of com-
putation, the random traffic patterns will potentially make the
currently selected paths sub-optimal at some point in the future.
Thus, MRPC is really a route selection algorithm; a routing pro-
tocol that uses MRPC for multi-hop wireless networks will in-
clude mechanisms for periodic and distributed route computa-
tion.

A. Potential De-Centralized Implementation

Given the cost and lifetime formulations for MRPC (Equa-
tions (1) and (2)), it is then easy to use a modified version of Di-
jkstra’s minimum cost algorithm for decentralized route compu-
tation. While

V
�N�XW ! is not an additive function of the individual

node-link costs, it can be computed over a path by applying thes�t�u
operator in an iterative fashion.

To apply Dijkstra’s algorithm for determining the minimum-
cost path, we define the distance metric from any node to the
given destination as the value of

V
�L�cW ! over the optimal path

from that node to P . Now consider a node v that sees advertise-
ments from three “neighbors”, X,Y and Z, with corresponding
distance metrics

V
�L�cWxw ,

V
�L�cWzy and

V
�N�XWE{ for a given destina-

tion P . Node A can then compute the best path to P (using its
optimal neighbor) by using the following simple algorithm:

1) For each of the neighboring nodes ( H f 3 X,Y,Z
4
), com-

pute the link cost
 "|�K M

using Equation (1).
2) For each of the neighboring nodes (H f 3 X,Y,Z

4
), compute

the potential new value of }�~ �]�I�]�*� using

};~ �E���E�*� � v�G�H ���.Z/21 3  |�K M G
V
�N�XW M'4

3) Select as the next-hop neighbor towards P that node
which results in the maximum value of

V
�N�XW5� & ` , i.e.,

chose node � such that

� ��>A@5B .b>EDMA+j� w K y K {=� 3 };~ �]�I�]��� � veGIH  4
It is easy to see that using this recursive formulation allows

all nodes in the ad-hoc network to iteratively build their optimal
route towards a specific destination P . The distance-vector for-
mulation presented here can easily be incorporated in protocols,
such as TORA [7], AODV [8], that are specifically designed for
ad-hoc mobile environments. Indeed, the intent of this paper is
not to indicate the choice of a specific routing protocol, but to
define a set of power-aware metrics for use by a protocol during
route selection.

B. Applying MRPC to Energy-Aware Cost Formulations

The basic MRPC formulation for power-aware routing does
not specify the value of the transmission energy cost associated
with a specific link– Equation (1) is expressed in terms of an ab-
stract value J �NK M . Accordingly, by specifying different forms ofJ �NK M , it is possible to tailor the MRPC mechanism for specific
technologies and/or scenarios.

For example, for radio technologies where the transmission
power is a constant, the energy involved in a single packet trans-
mission attempt, � �NK M , is a constant for all

� ��GIH  and is inde-
pendent of the distance between neighboring nodes � and H . If
the transmitter is, however, capable of dynamically adjusting its
power based on the link distance, � �NK M will typically be ��P ��NK M ,
where P �NK M is the distance between nodes � and H .

In [6], we showed why a routing algorithm for reliable packet
transfer should include the link’s packet error probability in for-
mulating the transmission energy cost. By ignoring the packet
error probability, the link cost concentrates (wrongly) only on
the energy spent in transmitting a single packet; the correct met-
ric is the effective packet transmission energy for reliable trans-
mission, which includes the energy spent in one or more re-
transmissions that might be necessary in the face of link errors.
[6] suggested a transmission energy metric of the form

J �LK M�� � �LK M�*�"� k �NK M ��
where

k �LK M
is the link’s packet error probability,

V f 3 � G � G �E�]� 4 .In fact, in [6] we showed that the presence of hop-by-hop re-
transmissions (a reliable link layer) implied that

V � �
;

in the absence of hop-by-hop re-transmissions (i.e. only re-
transmissions are performed end-to-end), the transmission cost
is well approximated by

V f 3�� G �E�E� G*� 4 .It should thus be clear that MRPC degenerates to MMBCR
only if all nodes are incapable of dynamically adapting their
power based on the transmission range, and only if all links have
the same intrinsic error rates. In all other cases, MRPC makes
a more intelligent choice, since it takes into consider the poten-
tial variability in the energy needed for reliable packet transfer.



For the simulation results reported later, we concentrate on the
typical scenario,� where wireless links are capable of link-level
re-transmissions of corrupted frames, and with nodes capable of
dynamically adjusting their power. Accordingly, we have

J �NK Mp� P ��"� k �NK M (4)

C. CMRPC

The CMRPC algorithm is the MRPC equivalent of the CMM-
BCR algorithm presented in [4]. The CMMBCR algorithm is
based on the observation that using residual battery energy as
the sole metric throughout the lifetime of the ad-hoc network
can actually lower the overall lifetime, since it never attempts
to minimize the total energy consumption. Accordingly, the
CMMBCR algorithm uses regular minimum-energy routing as
long as there is even one candidate path, where the remain-
ing battery power level in all the constituent nodes lies above
a specified threshold F . When no such path exists, CMMBCR
switches to MMBCR, i.e., it picks the path with the maximum
residual capacity on the “critical node”.

Our CMRPC algorithm differs from CMMBCR in that the
cost-functions at all times include the link-specific parameters
(e.g. error rates) as defined in [6]. The algorithm can thus be
specified as follows. Let � be the set of all possible paths be-
tween the source O and destination P . At any point of time, let�

represent the set of paths such that:

};~ �]��� 	 F for any route
�?f �

i.e,
�

represents the set of paths whose most critical nodes have
a lifetime greater than a specified threshold. The routing scheme
thus consists of the following actions:

a) If
�?� ������

(there are one or more paths with

V
�N�XW

greater than the threshold, the algorithm selects a path���f �
that minimizes the total transmission energy for re-

liable transfer, i.e.,�� � >A@5B�.Z/21�gf � 3 $[ �NK ME\'+ ! J �NK M 4 (5)

b) Otherwise, switch to the MRPC algorithm, i.e., select
��

such that �� � >a@�B".C>�D 3 };~ �]��� d �gf � 4
The threshold F is a parameter of the CMRPC algorithm– a

lower value of F implies a smaller protection margin for nodes
nearing battery power exhaustion. Accordingly, the perfor-
mance of the CMRPC algorithm will be a function of F .

IV. PERFORMANCE STUDIES

In this section, we report on extensive simulation studies to
understand the performance benefits and tradeoffs associated
with the MRPC and the CMRPC routing algorithms. We com-
pare the performance of ¡ different routing schemes:

A

Fig. 1. The 49-node topology. The shaded region marks the maximum trans-
mission range for the corner node, ¢ when R=2.9.

a) Min-Hop Routing: This is the conventional “energy-
unaware” Internet routing algorithm, where each link is as-
signed an identical cost.

b) Min-Energy Routing: This algorithm, based on the formu-
lation in [6], simply selects the path corresponding to the
minimum packet transmission energy for reliable commu-
nication, without considering the battery power of individ-
ual nodes.

c) MMBCR: This power-aware routing algorithm, described
earlier, selects the path whose critical node has the highest
residual battery energy.

d) CMMBCR: This algorithm, also described earlier, switches
from minimum-energy paths to MMBCR when the resid-
ual battery energy falls below a specified threshold.

e) MRPC: Our algorithm always uses the path with the high-
est value of };~ �E��� .

f) CMRPC: This conditional version of MRPC uses the min-
energy algorithm as long as };~ �]� � associated with the cho-
sen route

�
lies above a specified threshold; once the criti-

cal link-node cost function falls below this value, the algo-
rithm switches to MRPC-based routes.

A. Simulation Model

For our experiments, we used different topologies having up
to 100 nodes randomly distributed over on a square region, to
study the effects of various schemes on energy requirements
and throughputs achieved. In this section, we discuss in de-
tail results from one representative topology, where 49 (static)
nodes were distributed over a 7X7 unit grid, equi-spaced 1 unit
apart (Figure 1). The corner nodes and the mid-points of each
side of the rectangular grid were chosen as traffic sources and
destinations–the bold lines in Figure 1 show the session end-
points. Each (source, destination) pair had 2 simultaneous ses-
sions activated in the opposite direction, giving rise to a total of� ¡ different sessions. For the results reported here, each session
consisted of a UDP traffic generated by a CBR source whose
inter-packet gap was distributed uniformly between £ �¤�¥� £ ���
secs. The error rate on each link was independently distributed
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uniformly between
� £ � £��,G k,§ _�¨  ; we experimented with vary-

ing values of
k©§ _*¨

. Routes were recomputed at 2 second inter-
vals.

Whenever nodes died (when its battery power gets com-
pletely drained) during the course of a simulation, our simula-
tion code would check whether the graph became partitioned.
The simulations were run until each of the 16 sessions failed
to find any route from their source to the corresponding desti-
nation. To avoid the termination of a simulation due to battery
power exhaustion at source or destination nodes, all source and
sink nodes were configured to have ‘infinite’ power resources.
All the other ‘intermediate’ nodes were configured with identi-
cal initial battery power levels.

To study the performance of the various algorithms, we per-
formed experiments where the maximum transmission radius,ª

, of each node was varied. Figure 1 shows the set of neighbor-
ing nodes for a corner node when the transmission radius is set to
2.9. We note the expiration sequence, as well as the node expiry
times, for each simulation. The expiration sequence (sorted in
ascending order of the expiration times) provides a useful indi-
cator of how each algorithm affects the lifetime of the individual
nodes, and the entire network. In addition to the expiration se-
quence, we also calculate the total packet throughput by count-
ing the total number of packets successfully received at the des-
tination nodes, and the energy costs per packet by dividing the
total energy expenditure by the total packet throughput. Except
for the expiration sequences, all other metrics were obtained by
averaging over multiple runs.

B. Results for R= 2.9

Figures 2, 3 and 4 plot the node expiration sequence, the total
packet throughput and the effective energy per packet respec-
tively for all the routing algorithms when the transmission ra-
dius,

ª
, was set equal to 2.9 units and

k,§ _*¨ � £ ��� � . In this
case, the corner node has a choice between 8 one-hop neighbors.
The protection threshold was set to 50% of the total battery ca-

Fig. 3. Total Packet Throughput (UDP Sources), R=2.9

Fig. 4. Avg. Transmission Energy per Received Packet (UDP Sources),
R=2.9

pacity for CMMBCR and 50% of the average initial packet ca-
pacity for CMRPC. We can see that, as expected, the min-hop
algorithm performs the worst, since it not only fails to balance
the workload among the intermediate nodes, but also uses large-
distance hops and consequently larger transmission energy. In
contrast, while the min-energy algorithm does use smaller indi-
vidual hops, it is also susceptible to high variability in the ex-
piration sequence. The plot effectively demonstrates the supe-
rior performance of MRPC over the MMBCR algorithm, which
does not consider the fact that different links have dramatically
different transmission energy per packet. While the use of MM-
BCR leads to the expiration network by «¬�£ secs, the MRPC
algorithm is able to ensure packet transfer (by at least one ses-
sion) till « �E® £ secs. The figure also demonstrates the rela-
tive performance benefits of the conditional variants of MM-
BCR and MRPC. CMMBCR performs much better than MM-
BCR, since during the initial “minimum-energy routing” phase,
it considers the differential transmission energy consumed by
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different links. In contrast, CMRPC (for this choice of F ) does
not outperform MRPC; in fact, CMRPC and MRPC do not ex-
hibit significant differences in their expiration sequence. This
occurs because, unlike MMBCR, the reliable packet transmis-
sion cost based formulation [6] of the MRPC cost implicitly re-
sults in the selection of links that spent less transmission energy
per packet.

The performance variation among the algorithms can be ob-
served more clearly in Figures 3 and 4. While the min-energy
algorithm obviously results in the lowest effective energy per
packet, it also results in a much smaller total packet through-
put. In contrast to MMBCR, MRPC is not only able to transmit
a much larger number of packets but also at a lower per-packet
energy consumption. Similarly, CMRPC outperforms CMM-
BCR in both the total packet throughput as well as the energy
efficiency, although the differences are less dramatic due to the
presence of a common ‘minimum total energy’ phase in both the
algorithms.

C. Results for R=1.5

The dramatic improvement offered by MRPC and its condi-
tional variant in the previous sub-section is partially explained
by observing that a larger value of

ª
implicitly results in a larger

variation of the packet transmission costs for reliable commu-
nication among the various available links at any node. MRPC
is, however, better than MMBCR even in situations where the
distance variation among the candidate links is not very dra-
matic; even if the transmission energy for a single packet, � �NK M ,
was identical on all links, MRPC should perform better by se-
lecting links with lower error rates and consequently, smaller
energy expenditure on packet re-transmissions. To investigate
this behavior, we performed simulations where the maximum
transmission radius, R, equals 1.5; in this case, the corner nodes
have only 3 candidate neighbors. Figures 5,6 and 7 plot the
various metrics of interest for the candidate algorithms in this
scenario, with

k,§ _*¨ � £ � � and F for CMRPC set to 75%

Fig. 6. Total Packet Throughput (UDP Sources), R=1.5

Fig. 7. Avg. Transmission Energy per Received Packet (UDP Sources),
R=1.5

of the initial packet capacity. Once again, it can be seen that
MRPC/CMRPC outperform the equivalent version of MMBCR.
By selecting paths with smaller error rates, MRPC and CMRPC
are able to not only able to significantly delay the onset of node
expiration significantly, but can also achieve significantly larger
packet throughput in a more energy-efficient manner. In this
case, however, CMRPC performs better than MRPC in that it
leads to longer network lifetime and a greater value of the to-
tal packet throughput while achieving a lower energy expendi-
ture per packet. While the min-hop and minimum-energy al-
gorithms outperform the power-aware algorithms in the energy
and throughput metrics, they clearly result in a much higher
variability in the node lifetimes. In networks where sessions are
dynamically generated between a random pair of nodes, such
early expiration of battery power is clearly undesirable. In fact,
the goal of power-aware algorithms is precisely to trade off
the energy efficiency along a set of specific paths for greater
longevity of all the network nodes.



Fig. 8. CMRPC: Total Packet Throughput vs. ¯ Fig. 9. CMRPC: Avg. Transmission Energy per Received Packet vs. ¯
The above figures also show that the relative performance of

MRPC and CMRPC depend on the choice of the threshold F .
Unlike the MMBCR case, CMRPC does not always outperform
MRPC. Indeed, if F is close to 100%, CMRPC degenerates to
MRPC; on the other hand, if F is close to 0%, CMRPC degen-
erates to min-energy routing. Figures 8 and 9 show the total net-
work throughput and energy per transferred packet as the CM-
RPC protection threshold F is varied. Clearly, the average en-
ergy per packet increases with increasing F , as CMRPC per-
forms minimum-energy routing for a smaller duration. On the
other hand, the total network throughput is maximized at an in-
termediate value for F (around 20% in Figure 8)–while smaller
values (longer min-energy routing) lead to higher variability
in the expiration times, larger values fail to exploit minimum-
energy paths even if the residual battery capacities are suffi-
ciently large.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented two power-aware algorithms
for energy-efficient routing in ad-hoc wireless networks. In
contrast to previous power-aware algorithms, our proposed ap-
proaches do not base their routing decisions (and link costs) on
a function of the battery power alone. Rather, they also consider
the fact that different links require different transmission pow-
ers, and also have different impacts on reliable packet transfers
due to differences in their packet error rates. While the MRPC
algorithm employs a min-max formulation at all times, the CM-
RPC variant switches from minimum-energy routing to MRPC
only when the forwarding capacity of intermediate nodes drops
below a threshold value.

Our simulation experiments confirm that MRPC and CMRPC
outperform their MMBCR counterparts, primarily by exploiting
the knowledge that different links can impose significantly dif-
ferent transmission costs during reliable packet forwarding. In
comparison to MMBCR, MRPC is able to not only significantly

extend the lifetime of the network, but is also able to transmit a
significantly greater number of packets at a higher energy effi-
ciency (smaller reliable transmission cost per packet). We are
currently working on incorporating the MRPC metrics in an ad-
hoc routing protocol and then performing energy-based studies
in mobile, ad-hoc scenarios. Unlike our current idealized study,
this future work will also include the energy overheads associ-
ated with signaling and mobility management in such ad-hoc en-
vironments.
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